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February 4, 2010
To Whom It May Concern:
I became a customer of Integrated Marine Systems in summer of 2006. Since that time IMS has helped with
every aspect of my business, working with me to increase the value I receive for my product and to grow the markets
for my shrimp. They have been an important partner in the success of Anna Marie Seafood, committed to bringing
long-term value to me as their customer.
I first met Doug Short on the dock in Dulac, as I was headed out fishing. He was not there to sell me
equipment; he’d made an appointment to come out with me and to learn about what I did and how I did it. Doug
worked as a crewmember on deck and in the hold, participating and learning, acquiring a deep understanding of my
operation. Doug joined me on visits with my customers, to cook offs, at farmer’s markets and with sophisticated
buyers like Whole Foods. Through this process, we defined where our opportunities were and formed a plan to
pursue them.
Through Integrated Marines expertise in cold chain solutions combined with extensive experience in vessel
retrofitting for refrigeration, they were able to work with me to achieve a well-designed system with onboard
processing capability. Once they understood the challenges being faced, they were careful to only sell me exactly
what was needed. They weren’t there just to sell equipment – they were there through the whole process and helped
me figure out how to best utilize the equipment we decided to add to the Anna Marie. By utilizing their refrigeration
equipment and expertise, I am now able to offer better quality than I ever could in the past. IMS’s efforts have helped
me build my business.
Doug and IMS have contributed ideas and expertise to all areas of my business – they’ve worked with me to
improve shipping, marketing and packaging; they even helped me negotiate contracts with my customers.
Throughout the time I’ve worked with IMS, they’ve been very helpful and have spent plenty of their own time and
money figuring out the best ways to improve the quality of Gulf shrimp so that our industry as a whole can be more
successful.
The Cameron Fisheries project, under the management of the team from IMS, will bring the benefits of their
expertise on a larger scale to the community of Cameron. The new processing plant founded on the IMS cold chain
vision will create a model for the rest of the state’s shrimp industry to follow. From first hand experience I believe this
will be an important step in turning our states signature fishery around toward a brighter future.
I would recommend IMS to anyone. They are truly here to contribute to improving our industry, bringing new
ideas and approaches that have proven to be successful.

Sincerely,

November 12, 2009
Dear Sir/Madam,
Since the early 1980’s, global production of shrimp has increased dramatically, especially
aquaculture produced shrimp. World production (both aquaculture and wild capture) of shrimp
expanded from 3.4 billion lbs. in 1980 to 13.4 billion lbs. in 2005. The increases in production
were particularly pronounced in the mid to late 1990’s. This worldwide increased production
translates into an average increase of over 400 million lbs. annually since the 1980’s.
To put this into perspective, Louisiana’s average annual shrimp production is approximately 100
million lbs.
The fact that, the United States is the largest importer of shrimp in the world, coupled
with a decline in world market price has caused the price paid to U.S. shrimp harvesters to
decline since the 1980’s (real dockside prices-deflated). The combination of reduced prices,
increased fuel and supply costs and the current worldwide economic situation has caused
significant hardship to the shrimp industry. Cameron is not insulated from this crisis.
The LSU AgCenter/Sea Grant programs have supported and worked on projects which
attempt to stabilize and offer a more sustainable business environment to the Louisiana shrimp
harvesting and processing industry. One of these projects has been to partner with Doug Short of
Integrated Marine Systems to develop the cold chain harvesting, handling, processing and
marketing of shrimp. This process has been proven to improve quality and market value of
Louisiana shrimp.
Mr. Short has a broad range of experience in seafood handling, processing, marketing and
refrigeration technology and has worked extensively with the Northwest Pacific and Alaskan
seafood industries. Implementation of his cold chain technology at a facility in Cameron would
be the first of its kind in Louisiana and an opportunity create some economic growth and stability
from this bountiful renewable natural resource afforded us in Cameron Parish. Please let me
know if I can be of assistance in moving such a project to reality.
Sincerely,

Kevin A. Savoie
Area Agent - SW Region
Natural Resources - Fisheries

November 12, 2009
To Whom It May Concern:
The Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program (MAP) is the outreach education
program of the University of Alaska Fairbanks School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences.
Our mission is to support coastal Alaska communities through research, education and
training provided through our coastal network of marine agents and specialists.
I have had the pleasure to partner with Doug Short and the outstanding technical staff of
Integrated Marine Services (IMS) in the area of onboard refrigeration training for Alaska
commercial fishermen and crews. In partnership with local vocational trainers,
refrigeration technicians and IMS, we have trained over 160 fishermen located in five
ports in basic refrigeration theory, troubleshooting and maintenance, winterization, and
safety since 2007.
IMS is an exceptionally dedicated industry partner in the Alaska seafood harvesting and
processing sectors. Each of our workshops is filled to capacity, attendees and local
technicians are always enthusiastic to assist with training logistics – in short, these classes
are seen as much needed. IMS’s involvement in these trainings, building on their many
years training harvesters in Washington and Oregon, is highly regarded by Alaskan
fishermen, and IMS’s participation is considered first rate. As one workshop participant
noted, “This training has really reduced the mystery for me and my crew around one of
the most important systems on my boat. IMS trainers make this technical stuff real.”
With MAP’s mission to broadly serve coastal Alaska communities, we consider IMS to
be a very capable and go-to collaborator. They understand seafood quality as a primary
component of the market success of our many fisheries, they are recognized industry
leaders, and IMS is fully dedicated to increasing the success of all businesses supporting
this harvesting infrastructure.
If I can answer any questions regarding IMS, it’s staff or the refrigeration trainings we
provide, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Regards,

Torie Baker
Associate Professor
Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program
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